
Ecological value of land: 0%
Use stage energy cost for public buildings: 14,02 €/m²/year
Share of renewable energy on total final thermal energy consumption: 0%
Total GHG Emissions from energy used: 6,84 kg CO2 eq. /m²/year
Consumption of water for residential population: 5,1m³/occupant/ year 
Ambient (outdoor) air quality with respect to particulates: 25 days/year
Quality of pedestrian and bicycle network: 69,7m/100 inhabitants
Community involvement in urban planning activities: Level 2

State: Italy
Region: Friuli Venezia Giulia
City: Udine
Size:
Inhabitants:
Project by population: Areas in cities over 50.001 inhabitants
Sort of project: Existing retrofitted area

Polo Universitario Economico
Friuli Venezia Giulia, Italy

Description: neighborhood located on the edge of the central core of the Historic Center of the City, near 
the Castel Hill

Vision: neighborhood characterized by buildings of maximum three floors "above ground"; many of which 
belong to religious orders

Unique specifity: large spaces dedicated to green areas or “not built”; added value lies in the presence 
of these undeveloped areas

Challenges: buildings need improvements in terms of energy efficiency; still present large areas 
dedicated to green or in any case “not built”

Solutions: many of the buildings used for schools of all levels, from primary to university, at some hours 
of the day traffic increases especially automotive

Lessons learned: university contributed a significant part to the renovation / rebuilding of buildings, 
which were in a state of neglect

Efforts: UNIUD campaigns aimed at encouraging the use of public mobility; the municipality established 
the Limited Traffic Zone, at least for some streets in front of the schools

Target group: teaching and university research activities

Financing: funding derives from the state and other organizations; regarding arrangement of the 
buildings: financing of other bodies, for the most part territorial and non-state 
Estimated invested budget of the local community for the neighborhood:

Success: district in which the daytime attendance is high, thanks to the presence of many schools and in 
particular the university; inhabitants move independently and give vitality in contrast to other areas of the 
city; accommodation activities developed, aimed at the student residence

Future perspective / Recommendations: to expand the spaces used for its activity, by restructuring / 
restoring other unused buildings; reducing to a minimum the new buildings; safeguarding the specificity of 
the district, in which there are still large unbuilt areas


